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MerchTrends is a monthly content series curated by our 
merchandise experts to share the latest in retail-inspired 
trend insights.
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Golf

The year’s most anticipated season brings you 
closer to the greens. Immerse yourself within 
lush green spaces and jump into your first 
round!

Staying active is crucial for our mental health 
and well-being. While the trees are budding, 
and birds are singing, let’s enjoy a game that 
caters to all participants. 

Explore the Golf essentials we’ve curated with 
you in mind. From retail brands to functional 
promo, we’ve got something that is surely a 
hole-in-one and perfect for your corporate 
tournaments.
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Fresh and lightweight 
fabrics.

Neutrals paired with pops 
of pale tones and soft 
textures.

Designed for performance, 
practicality and style.
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ARCTIC ZONE® 2 IN 1 COOLER 12OZ PROSPECT POLO PUMA® GOLF ADJUSTABLE CAP

ADIDAS® SHOE BAG GOLF BAG COOLER 68" WINDPROOF VENTED UMBRELLA
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ARCTIC ZONE® 2 IN 1 COOLER 12OZ
Enjoy a beverage by drinking through the push-on lid with slide closure or 
place a 12oz can inside the tumbler. Durable, double-wall stainless steel 
vacuum construction with copper insulation, which allows your beverage to 
stay cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 hours. Wide opening for 
comfortable filling and pouring. Retail gift box included. 

MERCH Trends

1628-87

24

$27.79

Laser

Silver, Black, and White. 
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PROSPECT POLO
This Prospect Polo is loaded with plenty of performance features like four-
way stretch, moisture-wicking breathable fabric and UPF 50+ sun protection 
for optimal comfort and movement. Made of 92% polyester and 8% spandex. 
Women’s companion available.

MERCH Trends

MCK01127

24

$47.39

Embroidery

20 colours available
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PUMA® GOLF ADJUSTABLE CAP
This cap is the perfect accessory for Golf! It is made of 100% polyester and 
has an adjustable strap for comfortable wear. It is also moisture-wicking 
design, has a performance sweatband built in and has hair-friendly velcro. 

MERCH Trends

22673

12

$29.99

Embroidery

6 colours available
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ADIDAS® SHOE BAG
This Golf shoe bag is made of 100% Recycled Polyester. It features a full zip 
compartment for shoe storage, a carry loop and is 7" W x 13" H x 4" D. 

MERCH Trends

A424C

24

$29.25

Embroidery

Grey/Black
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GOLF BAG COOLER
A cooler specially designed to fit in your golf bag! This slim cooler is perfect 
for the course. It holds up to 6 cans comfortably and features a sturdy hand 
loop.

MERCH Trends

61182

25

$28.49

Imprint

Black
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68" ARC WINDPROOF VENTED UMBRELLA
This Golf umbrella will prepare you for unexpected weather! It features a 
manual open function, a metal shaft with fiberglass frame and a wood grip 
handle. It is also lightweight, less conducive to lightning and can withstand 
wind gusts up to 55 MPH. 

MERCH Trends

4039

25

$28.69

Imprint

8 colours available
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Hello, Spring!

Leave the cold behind and find yourself 
feeling fresh! Let’s welcome Spring with 
open arms and explore some budding 
merch ideas.

We can help to freshen up your business 
needs with a thoughtfully curated 
collection that will engage your audience 
in their day-to-day experiences.

Let us help you equip your team with 
lively promo pieces that promote 
enjoying time spent outside.

MERCH Trends
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Out with the old and in 
with the new.

Highlighting energetic 
lifestyles and optimizing 
time outdoors.

Pops of colour and 
simple patterns.

MERCH Trends
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ICE CREAM PINT SLEEVE CRYSTAL SUN RAY SUNGLASSES

BROIL KING® PIZZA STONE SET SERENITY GLASS TUMBLER UMBRA 4-PIECE SUN SHADE

THREADFAST UNISEX DENIM JACKET
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THREADFAST UNISEX DENIM JACKET
This Unisex denim Jacket is your go-to layer for Spring. It is made of 99% 
combed ringspun cotton and 1% spandex. It features retail classic denim 
styling, chest pockets with button flap closure and four great colourways.

MERCH Trends

370J

24

$87.99

Embroidery

Black, Classic Denim, Light Denim, and White
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ICE CREAM PINT SLEEVE
This Neoprene sleeve fits most ice cream pints. Keep your ice cream cold 
and your hands comfy. It can easily slip on, removed and reused.

MERCH Trends

7142-47

24

$2.65

Imprint

30+ colours available
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CRYSTAL SUN RAY SUNGLASSES
These Crystal Sun Ray Sunglasses are classic folding eyewear with UV 400 
protective lenses. Accessorize some colour into your everyday wear. They 
feature a modern chic design and sport a translucent look.

MERCH Trends

SM-7811

300

$2.75

Imprint

Clear, Lime Green, Orange and Royal Blue. 
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BROIL KING® IMPERIAL PIZZA STONE SET
The Imperial Pizza Stone set features a high grade 1.2mm stainless steel 
cradle with oversized 10mm stainless steel handles. Also includes a 
resilient 13 inch pizza stone, able to withstand rapid temperature changes, 
a high grade stainless cradle, and wooden pizza peel. The cradle is also 
designed to keep the pizza from sliding off of the stone while removing it 
with the peel.  

MERCH Trends

ONW69816

12

$101.49

Wood/Metal

Laser
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SERENITY GLASS TUMBLER – 19 OZ
Elevate your drinkware with this 19 oz. glass tumbler. It features a screw 
on, spill-resistant lid and comes with a 9" straw. This tumbler also features 
a silicone sleeve to keep hands comfy. Meets FDA requirements and is BPA 
free.

MERCH Trends

46282

48

$15.39

Imprint

Teal or Black.
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UMBRA 4-PIECE SUNSHADE
This four-piece sunshade will leave your car cool during warm 
temperatures. The set includes 2 mesh shades, 2 darker mesh shades, and 
a Nylon bag. Great for side, rear and sunroof windows. Shades have a vinyl 
decal finish on the backside that stick to the window and hold in place.

MERCH Trends

WAU-UM21

25

$9.59

Imprint

Black
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Staycation

Welcome to stay-cation nation! Travelling 
abroad or afar may not be possible, but 
backyard digs are all you need. 

We’ve got great merch ideas to bring the 
vacation to you. Let us equip your team 
with the newest products to make the 
most out of backyard hangouts! 

Traveling farther than the backyard? No 
worries, we’ve got merch ideas for the 
beach, cottage and campsite getaways 
too!

MERCH Trends
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Bright, bold and 
exciting flavours.

Focusing on family 
entertainment and 
making memories.

Creating useable and 
fun spaces outdoors.

MERCH Trends
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BBQ GOURMET DINNER KIT W&P® COCKTAIL CANTEEN

HARVEST FLYING DISC BUBBA® TRAILBLAZER BOTTLE PEBBLE OUTDOOR BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

SOUS CHEF BBQ SET
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SOUS CHEF BBQ SET- 3PC
This three-piece BBQ set will make backyard hangouts a breeze. Utensils are 
made of premium 18-8 stainless steel. Set includes a stainless-steel fork, 
tongs, spatula and is packaged in a zippered carry pouch. 

MERCH Trends

L046

25

$15.99

Imprint

Black
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LICENSE TO GRILL BBQ GOURMET KIT 
Create the perfect backyard meal with this BBQ kit. Kit includes Stubb’s® 
Original BBQ Sauce 18oz, Bone Suckin’ Sauce®, D&A Spice Mills® Pink 
Himalayan Salt and Blue Diamond® Habanero BBQ Almonds.  

MERCH Trends

GGB102

12

$45.29

Imprint

Kraft
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W&P® COCKTAIL CANTEEN
The Cocktail Canteen is an insulated cocktail shaker filled with all of the tools 
you need to make great drinks. Set includes a collapsible jigger/shot glass, a 
telescoping bar spoon, a mini funnel, a TSA-compliant glass dropper bottle 
and a combo peeler/zester. Hand wash only. BPA free.

MERCH Trends

100372-001

12

$60.15

Imprint

Black
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HARVEST FLYING DISC
Stay active with this eco-friendly flying disc. It is made of recycled plant-
based material and resin. It features a speckled finish and a simplistic design.

MERCH Trends

708

250

$1.90

Imprint

Blue, Gray, Lime Green, Natural or Orange
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BUBBA® TRAILBLAZER BOTTLE – 32 OZ
This Trailblazer Bottle is vacuum-insulated and has a double wall stainless-
steel construction. It will keep drinks cold up to 38 hours and hot up to 10 
hours, without sweating. Double-hinged cap tether folds back, staying in 
place during use; leak-proof lid when closed ensures you enjoy the moment 
mess-free. It also features a wide mouth and easy-twist lid. BPA free.

MERCH Trends

BDB1050

48

$29.99

Imprint

5+ colours available
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PEBBLE OUTDOOR BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
The rough and tough Pebble Outdoor Bluetooth Speaker can be taken on any 
adventure. With an IPX5 rating, wet conditions wont damage the speaker. It 
features a 3 Watt speaker and built-in music controls. Bluetooth working 
range is 10 meters (33 feet).

MERCH Trends

7199-96

20

$33.59

Imprint

Black
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Thank you
Contact your Staples promo rep for more details. 

SPPCanada@Staples.com 1-800-450-6452

mailto:SPPCanada@Staples.com

